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Hansraj College, one of the premier institutions of University of Delhi, brings an opportunity for

researchers around the globe to publish their research work in the journal of the college: HRC

Journal of Economics and Finance

The HRC Journal of Economics and Finance is a double-blind peer–reviewed academic
journal for students, researchers, and faculty to showcase their research pertaining to the discipline
of economics and business. Our mission is to provide a platform through which scholars can

publish their scholarly findings to showcase them with the research community at large. We invite

research papers and articles on topics related to the field of economics, business and management

for its quarterly journal publication. The guidelines for the same are as follows:

Guidelines:
1. Authors can submit research papers, review articles, commentary, and book reviews

2. Papers can be related to the fields of economics, development, finance, management, law,

health, education, gender, patents, trade, environment, and other related fields. These are

indicative fields, and authors can submit any paper other than above mentioned fields.

3. The author will submit the paper in both word and pdf format. If the author is writing the

paper in LaTeX, kindly submit the LaTeX file as well.

4. Word Limit: The maximum word count is up to 10000 words.

5. Format: The font size and style to be followed is 16 point for heading, 14 point for
subheadings, 12 point for text and 10 for footnotes and Times New Roman respectively.

Line spacing should be 1.5 for the text and 1 for the footnotes and endnotes. The name of

the file should be in the format “FirstNameLastName- PaperTitle.”

6. All figures and tables should be embedded within the text. They should be labeled properly

along with the source. Equations should be numbered.
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7. The cover page should include the name of the author, name of institution, title, department,

year of study (for students), contact number and email-id.

8. Citation: For the purpose of citations follow Chicago style referencing.
9. The Acknowledgements and Declarations section will be after the text of the manuscript and

before the References section. The Declaration as applicable, on funding, conflict of interest,

authors’ contribution, data source, ethics approval etc. must be provided.

10. Plagiarism: Plagiarism of any kind is strictly prohibited and will lead to rejection of the

entry. Limit of up to 10 percent is acceptable.

11. Copyright: Authors whose paper gets selected will be required to fill a copyright form to be

sent separately to them.

12. Only original and unpublished entries will be considered for publication.

13. Abstract: Submissions must include an abstract of maximum 300 words, comprising of a

brief description of the hypothesis, structure of the paper, research methodology and tools.

14. Citation of references in the text shall follow name and year in parentheses format. For eg.

(Abbott 1991; Barakat et al. 1995; Kelso and Smith 1998; Medvec et al. 1999).

15. Different sections in the paper should be numbered in serial order. These include:

a. Introduction: A general overview of the research topic, its background and the

question of the need for research in this field, are to be addressed in this section.

b. Literature Review: Aspects such as the evolution of theory/thought/responses to a
topic and personal reaction or thoughts on the same are to be covered in this section.

Additionally, critical analysis of existing literature on the research topic, with relevant

references wherever applicable is expected to be included.

c. Methodology: Research methodology, techniques used, sampling methods, data

sources and related aspects are to be included here.

d. Results and Analysis: The results of the paper, their analysis and interpretation are
expected in this section.

e. Conclusion: This section should include the conclusion drawn from the research,

together with relevant charts and tables. Topics such as limitations and scope for

further research in the area too should find a mention here.
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f. References: A list of all works cited in the paper. Chicago style referencing format is
to be followed.

g. Reference list entries should be in alphabetic order by the last names of the first

author of each work. Journal names and book titles should be italicized. For example:

i. Journal article: Battaglini, M., & Patacchini, E. (2018). Influencing

Connected Legislators. Journal of Political Economy, 126(6), 2277–2322.

ii. Article by DOI: Duarte, A.A., Waechter, S.R., Pedrotti, M.F., et al., (2020)
Microwave-Induced Combustion in Disposable Vessels: A Novel Perspective

for Sample Digestion. Analytical Chemistry,

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01017

iii. Book: Smith, T.M., & Smith, R.L. (2015). Elements of Ecology. Virginia:

Pearson Press.

iv. Book chapter: Grainger, J., & Konkel, J. (2018). Flow Cytometry. In A.

Hoffman and S. Clokie (Ed.), Wilson and Walker's Principles and Techniques

of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (pp. 287-312). Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press.

v. Online document: Utkina, I. (2020). Traditional bamboo cultivation system
in the Republic of Korea earns place on global agricultural heritage sites list.

News. Food and Agriculture Organization of United Nations.

http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1295510/icode/ (accessed 26

June 2020).

The deadline for submission of articles and papers is January 15, 2023 11:59 PM (IST).

All the submissions will be done by emailing the paper to editor.jef@hrc.du.ac.in

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.analchem.0c01017
http://www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/1295510/icode/
mailto:editor.jef@hrc.du.ac.in
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We expect the authors to wait at least one month from their submission to hear from the editors.

All the submissions have to be in English. However, submissions in other official Indian languages

are also accepted. Once accepted, these submissions will be published in a special issue of the

journal.

In case of any queries, please send an email to editor.jef@hrc.du.ac.in

Ethic Policy:

HRC Journal of Economics and Finance team aims to bring high quality content with the utmost

transparency and clearest ethical behavior as possible. Nearly each attribute of this process involves

important ethical principles and decisions, which are seldom explicitly stated and even less often

shared with the readership. Journal’s reputations depend on the trust of readers, authors, researchers,

reviewers, editors, research subjects, funding agencies, regulatory agencies & administrators. This

trust is enhanced by describing as explicitly as possible the journal’s policies to ensure the ethical

treatment of all participants in the publication process. For authors, the journal has the policy that

the submitted work has not been published before (except in the form of an abstract or as part of a

published lecture, review or thesis). The work is not under consideration elsewhere. The copyright

has not been breached in seeking its publication. The publication has been approved by all co-

authors and responsible authorities at the institute or organization where the work has been carried

out.

No Publication/ Processing Fee

HRC Journal of Economics and Finance, being a non-profit Journal, does NOT charge

publication/ processing fees from Author(s).
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